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The Magnitude of Seasonal Changes in Larval
Populations of Aedes aegypti in Bangkok, Thailand*

R. J. TONN,' W. W. MACDONALD,2 P. M. SHEPPARD3
& SUJARTI JATANASEN 4

Weekly surveys of Aedes aegypti larvae were made during 1966-67 in three localities
in Bangkok in order to detect and measure any changes in the population which might be
correlated with the seasons. The larval habitats were divided into water-jars and miscellane-
ous containers. Only the data from alternate weekly surveys were analysed. Analysis of
variance showed that the changes in the numbers of habitats occupied varied greatly both
by month and by locality. It is concluded that there was some reduction in the larvalpopula-
tion during the cool and hot seasons and that the magnitude and timing of the fall varied
from place to place. The reduction was of the order of 11 %-26 %. Local environmental
changes, as well as climnatic changes, greatly influenced the Ae. aegypti population.

In a previous account of the larval habitats of
Aedes aegypti in Bangkok three seasonal surveys
in each of 14 localities were described (Tonn et
al., 1969). The conclusion drawn from the results
was that there were no very marked changes in the
larval populations which could be correlated with
seasonal changes. Nevertheless, although there was
no evidence of a general trend, there might perhaps
have been quite large changes within individual
localities with respect to the number of occupied
habitats and the types of habitat occupied. Indeed,
there was evidence in the case of water-jars of a
change in the number occupied at different seasons,
the number increasing between the cool and thewarm
seasons, when other more temporary habitats were
drying up, and decreasing in the wet season. To
investigate in more detail possible changes within
localities, studies concurrent with those already
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described were made during 1966-67 in three
additional areas; the results are described here.

General background information on the research
programme in Bangkok and a description of the
area surveyed are given in our earlier paper (Tonn et
al., 1969). It is relevant, however, to repeat that there
are three main seasons: a wet season from May
until October, a cool season from November until
the end of February, and a hot dry season through
March and April.

DESCRIPTION OF LOCALITIES

The three localities chosen were Wat Samphaya,
Wat Boromnivas and an area of housing in the
neighbourhood of Soi Sutisan. In the first of these a
mark-release-recapture experiment with adult Ae.
aegypti was carried out during 1966-67; the results
of this study, together with an additional description
of the Wat, or temple, are published elsewhere
(Sheppard et al., 1969).
Wat Boromnivas, like Wat Samphaya, stands in

moderately large grounds. It is situated near the
centre of the city, and includes about 50 well-spaced
houses, some of which are large and subdivided into
several housing units. The houses are occupied by a
population of 300-350 persons, including about
100 priests. Wat Boromnivas was chosen as a
comparison area to Wat Samphaya.
The Soi Sutisan locality is in an area of low-

income housing in the north of the city. The 60-70
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houses which were regularly examined are mostly
small, crowded and constructed of wood. The
population numbered about 400. This type of housing
area is quite common in Bangkok and served as a

contrasting locality to the two temples.
In all three localities there is piped water, but not

every house has a private supply. Communal stand-
pipes provide water for most of the residents.

or unglazed earthenware; most of them were large
(100-200-litre capacity) but smaller jars holding less
than 5 litres were included. The principal containers
in the miscellaneous group were ant-traps, cement
baths, foot-baths, and plates used as flower-pot
stands. Of these, ant-traps were the most common;

in Wat Samphaya, Wat Boromnivas and Soi Sutisan
they made up 70%, 84% and 98% respectively of
the occupied miscellaneous containers.

CLASSIFICATION OF LARVAL HABITATS

The habitats were divided into two classes-water-
jars and miscellaneous containers. No distinction
was made between the habitats outdoors and indoors.
The jars were made of cement, ceramic earthenware

METHODS OF SURVEY

In all three areas weekly records of the presence

or absence of Aedes larvae in each water-container
were made for one year. The survey was, in fact, a

TABLE 1
RESULTS OF THE SURVEY OF LARVAL HABITATS OVER 12 MONTHS

Wat Samphaya Wat Boromnivas Sol Sutisan
(37 houses) (48 houses) (65 houses)

Date Water-jars Miscellaneous Water-jars Miscellaneous Water-jars Miscellaneous
(No. pos./ (No. pos./ (No. pos./ (No. pos./ (No. pos./ (No. pos./
no. exam.) no. exam.) no. exam.) no. exam.) no. exam.) no. exam.)

1966
July mid 48/131 27/37 123/225 69/187 113/190 101/171

late 56/113 45/78 106/217 56/171 123/178 120/173

Aug. mid 62/120 41/65 116/194 87/170 118/187 140/203
late 52/107 30/46 115/199 73/178 124/189 124/173

Sept. mid 58/129 44/58 118/202 74/162 130/183 123/171
late 49/130 34/52 127/191 91/163 121/188 107/155

Oct. mid 65/134 41/80 116/195 96/170 141/197 109/155
late 56/128 44/87 106/194 71/148 121/192 90/132

Nov. mid 49/124 26/67 119/192 79/156 132/195 102/148
late 30/117 7/40 114/192 76/144 119/187 91/143

Dec. mid 40/121 10/38 125/196 84/145 116/172 119/160
late 49/121 14/49 116/185 79/142 113/177 80/127

1967
Jan. mid 53/118 12/41 108/191 54/154 126/191 86/141

late 27/116 8/52 99/188 81/155 116/175 83/141

Feb. mid 50/ 97 19/52 103/194 55/137 113/177 94/148
late 33/108 9/29 87/167 60/137 107/164 97/156

March mid 46/ 97 10/35 97/191 55/136 106/163 110/140
late 34/ 92 7/27 95/185 62/144 117/170 114/153

April mid 20/ 89 5/30 102/187 77/157 88/166 90/134
late 46/101 8/51 112/192 73/162 107/163 128/151

May mid 43/103 4/63 122/192 78/161 90/174 124/146
late 55/107 6/48 112/181 94/172 80/158 114/128

June mid 52/106 2/52 114/190 91/169 102/168 151/158
late 47/101 0/37 114/201 95/185 104/164 126/157
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TABLE 2
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF THE NUMBER OF POSITIVE CONTAINERS

FOR THE THREE LOCALITIES

IeDegrees Sum Mean FItem of freedom of squares square
I

2

1

11

2

22

11

22

72

143

162895.9

18382.8

7653.1

6376.3

4521.1

1716.6

6335.0

6956.5

214837.3

81448.0

18382.8

695.7

3188.2

205.5

156.1

288.0

96.6

842.99

190.26

7.20

33.00

2.13

1.62

2.98

<0.001

<0.001

<0.001

<0.001

<0.05

Not significant

<0.01

visual survey since no larvae were collected. Larval
collections made in each area before the surveys

showed, however, that the only Aedes species present
was Ae. aegypti. Numerous surveys made elsewhere
in Bangkok at all times of the year have confirmed
that all other Aedes are either absent or very rare

in the city, although several species occur on the
outskirts.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Table 1 shows the results of the surveys. Although
visits were made weekly to the areas, only the results
from alternate surveys were used for analysis in
order to reduce the possible correlation between the
status of an occupied or an unoccupied container
from one week to the next. It was reasoned that few,
if any, of the detectable larvae would be present
after 2 weeks.
The data were collected in a form suitable for

analysis of variance; Table 2 shows the main analysis.
Since the localities and the number of houses within
them differed, we are not in this analysis interested
in the differences between localities, which may be
artificial. Similarly, differences between containers
are also in a sense artificial, since the numbers of
different kinds available are not equal. The items
in the analysis which are of particular interest are

the effects of months and all the interactions. Since
the triple interaction is significant, a number of
further comparisons are necessary with sections of
the data. As a first step the data were partitioned by
type of habitat.

Analysis of larval habitats

Water-jars are undoubtedly the main source of
Ae. aegypti throughout the year. More jars are

occupied than miscellaneous containers; the jars
support bigger populations of larvae; and the num-
bers available are less variable than the numbers of
available miscellaneous containers (P <0.05; Table
1). This finding was not unexpected, since the miscel-
laneous habitats include many small containers which
are likely to dry up during warm periods of the year.
As Table 1 shows, however, despite the greater
variability in the numbers of available and apparently
suitable miscellaneous containers, there were always
large numbers of these which were unoccupied.
Examination of the analysis of water-jars by

localities and months (Table 3) shows that the
interaction term is significant, i.e., the changes in the
number of occupied jars from month to month
differed between localities. There is no evidence of a
general trend from month to month in the three
localities combined, since the mean square for
months is not significantly greater than that for the
interaction between localities and months.

In the analysis of miscellaneous containers also
(Table 3) there is a significant interaction between
localities and months, and again there is no evidence
of comparable trends in the monthly changes in the
localities combined, since the mean square for
months is not significantly greater than that for the
interaction.

In the related study in Bangkok (Tonn et al.,1969)
there was some indication that the type of occupied

Localities (L)

Containers (C)

Months (M)

LxC

LxM

CxM

LxCxM

Error

Total
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TABLE 3
ANALYSES OF VARIANCE FOR ALL THREE LOCALITIES PARTITIONED

BY TYPE OF POSITIVE CONTAINER

Container Item Degrees T Sum Mean F
of freedom of squares square

Water-jars Localities (L) 2 69115.1 34557.5 464.46 <0.001

Months (M) 11 3686.0 335.1 4.50 <0.001

LxM 22 3416.3 155.3 2.09 <0.05

Error 36 2678.5 74.4

Total 71 78895.9 l

Miscellaneous Localities (L) 2 100157.2 50078.6 421.42 <0.001
containers

Months (M) 11 5683.6 516.7 4.35 <0.001

Lx M 22 7439.8 338.2 2.85 <0.01

Error 36 4278.0 118.8

Total 71 117558.6

larval habitat changed with season, most jars being
occupied in the hot dry season, with a reversal in the
wet season, when the number of miscellaneous
containers occupied increased. No such tendency
is apparent from the present data.

Since the analyses of the larval habitats in the three
localities combined show apparently random fluc-
tuation in the numbers of occupied habitats, each
of the three localities has been analysed separately
to determine whether there was any pattern from
month to month.

Wat Samphaya
The analysis of variance for Wat Samphaya data

shows no significant interaction between containers
and months, but a highly significant effect of months
(Table 4). There is thus no doubt that the number of
occupied habitats varies from month to month, and
that these changes are reflected in the water-jars and
in the miscellaneous containers to about the same

extent. The accompanying figure shows that in mid-
November there was a marked decrease in the total
number of occupied habitats. There was no evidence
of a recovery before the completion of observations.
Although there was no significant interaction

between months and containers, the data suggest a

general reduction in the number of occupied miscel-
laneous containers, despite the absence of a compar-

able reduction in the number available (Table 1).
Although both kinds of occupied containers showed
a marked reduction in mid-November, only the jars
showed a tendency to increase again in late May-

June. The reduction occurred at the beginning of the
cool season; the population remained low during
the cool and the hot season, and there was some
indication of a recovery at the beginning of the wet
season.
At the time when these larval studies were in

progress, studies were also being made on the adult
population over the same period, except that in the
month of July larval estimates were made in 1966
and adult estimates in 1967. The adult studies
showed that during the months of November-April
the average population was about 970, whereas from
May to October it was about 1270. The population
size, however, was not correlated with rainfall or
temperature (Sheppard et al., 1969). The adult
population data are therefore in agreement in that
there was some reduction in the Ae. aegypti popula-
tion in Wat Samphaya during the cool and hot
months. Taking the data at their face value, the fall
was about 24%. From the numbers of larval habitats
occupied there seems to have been a reduction at
that time of about 36%. If the miscellaneous con-
tainers are excluded, however, and only the more
productive and stable water-jars are considered, the
reduction was about 26%.

Wat Boromnivas
In the analysis ofWat Boromnivas data, once again

there is no significant interaction between containers
and months, but a highly significant effect of months
(Table 4). The data show much less striking changes
than those from Wat Samphaya. The population
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TABLE 4
ANALYSES OF VARIANCE OF THE NUMBER OF POSITIVE CONTAINERS

FOR INDIVIDUAL LOCALITIES

IDegrees Sum Mean
Locality Item of of square F

o

___ _ _ _ _ ~~~~~freedoms squares sur

Wat Containers (C) 1 9268.5 9268.5 117.23 <0.001
Samphaya

Months (M) 11 5204.2 473.1 5.98 <0.001

Cx M 11 1208.2 109.8 1.39 Not significant
Error 24 1897.5 79.1

Total 47 17578.5

Wat Containers (C) 1 15265.3 15265.3 208.05 <0.001
Boromnivas

Months (M) 11 4007.0 364.3 4.96 <0.001

Cx M 11 631.7 57.4 0.78 Not significant
Error 24 1761.0 73.4

Total 47 21665.0

Sol Containers (C) 1 225.3 225.3 1.64 Not significant
Sutisan

Months (M) 11 2962.9 269.4 1.96 Not signiflcant
CxM 11 6211.7 564.7 4.11 <0.01

Error 24 3298.0 137.4

Total 47 12697.9

CHANGES IN THE NUMBER OF OCCUPIED LARVAL HABITATS BY MONTH IN THE THREE LOCALITIESG
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TABLE 5
ANALYSES OF VARIANCE FOR SOI'SUTISAN PARTITIONED BY TYPE

OF POSITIVE CONTAINER

1otie Itm Dges Sum Mean FContainer | Item [offreedom of squares square

Water-jars Months 11 3845.1 349.6 5.53 <0.01

Error 12 758.5 63.2

Total 23 4603.6

Miscellaneous Months 11 5329.5 484.5 2.29 >0.05
contai ners

Error 12 2539.5 211.6

Total 23 7869.0

showed a decrease about mid-January but recovered
again by mid-April; the decrease was about 18%.
Although there was no significant interaction, the
effect seems rather greater on the miscellaneous
containers than on the water-jars.

Soi Sutisan
Unlike Wat Samphaya and Wat Boromnivas, the

data from Soi Sutisan show a highly significant
interaction between containers and months (Table
4). There was no evidence of a positive correlation
between the number of occupied jars and the
number of occupied miscellaneous containers (r =
-0.1282). Owing to the significant interaction, the
two types of containers must be examined separately.
In the case of the water-jars there was significant
variation from month to month (Table 5): there was
a small reduction in the number occupied in mid-
December, and the number continued to decline
until May and possibly until June (Table 1 and
figure). In the case of the miscellaneous containers
there was no significant variation from month to
month (Table 5) but the number occupied appeared
to drop about mid-October until early March (Table
1 and figure).

Since there was a significant interaction between
containers and months (Table 4), it is inappropriate
to combine the results from the two groups of
containers. Nevertheless, it appears that there may
have been a real drop in the total number occupied
from the end of November until mid-June. If this
decline was indeed real it was not likely to be more
than about 11 %.

Wat Samphaya and Wat Boromnivas
Since the changes in the numbers of occupied

habitats are at best only loosely correlated between

localities (Table 2), it is appropriate to compare the
two temple areas, which appeared ecologically
similar. The analysis of variance based on these two
localities shows a significant interaction between
locality and month (Table 6). Hence, changes in the
numbers of positive habitats by months are, despite
their expected similarity, different in the two areas.
The chief ecological difference between them was in
the type of available miscellaneous containers. The
proportions of the total available miscellaneous con-
tainers made up by ant-traps were not very different
(58% in Wat Samphaya, 54% in Wat Boromnivas)
but they contributed 70% and 84% respectively
to the miscellaneous containers occupied. In Wat
Samphaya 30% of the available miscellaneous
habitats were plates under flower-pots, which are
subject to rapid drying out; they contributed 17%
to the occupied miscellaneous group. In Wat
Boromnivas, on the other hand, this category made
up less than 2%, whereas flower-vases made up 30%;
the flower-vases, however, were relatively imper-
manent and were seldom occupied. In Wat Borom-
nivas concrete baths and foot-baths provided 14%
of the available miscellaneous habitats; they were
often occupied and contributed about 11% to the
occupied miscellaneous containers.

If the differences between the two localities by
month were due to different kinds of miscellaneous
containers with different degrees of permanence, we
should have expected the triple interaction to be
significant, which it is not (Table 6). Furthermore,
examination of the variance of the total number of
available miscellaneous containers in each temple
area suggests that neither area is more affected by
weather conditions than the other. As Table 1
shows, there were always large numbers of unoccu-
pied containers in both localities. Hence the differ -
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TABLE 6
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF THE NUMBER OF POSITIVE CONTAINERS,

COMPARING WAT SAMPHAYA AND WAT BOROMNIVAS

Itm Degrees I Sum Mean 1Itm of freedom of squiares squareFP

Localities (L) 1 87785.5 87785.5 1151.76 <0.001

Containers (C) 1 24161.8 24161.8 317.01 <0.001

Months (M) 11 5967.6 542.5 7.12 <0.001

Lx C 1 372.1 372.1 4.88 <0.05

Lx M 11 3243.6 294.9 3.87 <0.001

Cx M 11 382.9 34.8 0.46 Not significant
Lx Cx M 11 1457.0 132.5 1.74 Not significant
Error 48 3658.5 76.2

Total 95 127029.0

ences between the two areas were due neither to any
obvious ecological factor related to the type of con-
tainers present nor to the effects of weather on the
number of habitats available. It is therefore reason-
able to conclude that the interaction between
localities and months (Table 6) is due to differing
reactions with time of similar containers in the two
localities. For example, a comparison of the num-
bers of occupied ant-traps reveals that there is a
decrease with time in Wat Samphaya but not in Wat
Boromnivas. The ecological explanation of this
difference is not clear.

CONCLUSIONS

From a consideration of all the data together, it
would be reasonable to conclude that there was

some reduction in the Ae. aegypti larval population
during the cool and hot seasons, and that the magni-
tude and timing of the decline varied from place to
place. In general the reduction was of the order of
11 %d-26%-a figure which agrees quite well with
the estimate of 15%Y made earlier on the basis of
surveys in 14 other localities (Tonn et al., 1969).
Variations between the three localities, however,
were so great that the conclusions cannot be applied
to the city of Bangkok as a whole. The data clearly
show that local environmental changes, as well as
climatic changes, greatly influence the number of
occupied larval habitats. Only by regular surveys
can it be established whether the local differences are
maintained year after year or whether they are
random events.

umIt

AMPLEUR DES FLUCTUATIONS SAISONNILRES DES POPULATIONS LARVAIRES
D'AEDES AEGYPTI A BANGKOK (THAYLANDE)

En 1966-1967, on a effectud pendant un an des enqu8tes
hebdomadaires sur les gites larvaires dans trois secteurs
de Bangkok. Ii s'agissait de d6celer et d'6valuer d'e'ven-
tuelles fluctuations de la population de ces giftes en fonc-
tion de la saison (saison des pluies: de mai 'a octobre;
saison fraiche: de novembre &i fin f6vrier; saison s&che
et chaude: en mars et avril). La seule esp'ece d'Aedes

pr6sente locale-mm-It dt a nt Aedes aegypti, on s'est born6
a des insp%ections et au c une larve n'a e't r6colt6e. Deux
grandes classes d'habi tat ont W considWres: les r6ci-
pients At eau d'unD. par t et les autres recipients, de tout
type d'autre part. Les doonn6es recueillies au cours d'une
semaine sur deux ont fait l'objet d'une analyse de la
variance.
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Les recipients a eau representaient les gltes les plus
importants, aussi bien sous le rapport du pourcentage
et de la r6gularit6 d'occupation que sous celui de la
richesse en larves. Les fluctuations mensuelles du nombre
de recipents renfermant des larves etaient de valeurs
tres differentes suivant les secteurs et leur etude d'en-
semble n'a laiss6 apparaitre aucune tendance g6nerale.
L'inspection des autres recipients a donn6 lieu a des
constatations analogues. On a des lors fait porter l'ana-

lyse sur chaque secteur sdparement. Cette etude a montrd
une diminution des populations larvaires de l'ordre de
11 a 26% durant la saison fraiche et la saison chaude,
mais dont I'ampleur et le moment variaient tres fortement
selon les secteurs, de sorte que les faits observ6s ne
peuvent etre consid6res comme s'appliquant a l'ensemble
de la ville de Bangkok. I1 est manifeste qu'outre les varia-
tions climatiques, des facteurs locaux de milieu ont une
grande influence sur les populations de moustiques.
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